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Research article

Effect of sonication and pressing on recovery of
compounds with antioxidant activity from leaves and
bark of Byrsonima crassifolia
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Abstract. One of the traditional techniques to extract metabolites is maceration with solvents assisted by
mechanical-grinding. Recently, ultrasound has been proposed as a factor to improve extraction. However,
information about ultrasound times necessary is insufficient. Additionally, the pressing method helps the solids
recuperation, abating loss of extract. This work established an efficient extraction methodology of metabolites
with antioxidant activity, combining the ultrasound assisting solvent extraction and pressing (UPAE). Leaves
and bark of B. crassifolia, dried by forced air, ground and sieved to form a flour, were used to make the UPAE,
the results of the yields were compared with a conventional maceration (95% ethanol, 1: 4 p / v, control). The
assisted ultrasound time were 5, 20, 40 and 50 min. The separation was carried out by pressing in a glass
syringe. Antioxidant activity was determined qualitatively by fine chromatography plates and quantitatively
by spectrophotometry DPPH antioxidant assay at 517 nm. The UPAE method increased the total solids extract,
without affect the antioxidant activity of compounds in leaves as in bark, since 5 and 20 minutes, respectively.
Without a specific identification, it was evidenced that B. crassifolia produces a great variety of antioxidant
compounds in both leaves and the bark, that polar as apolar type, which remain unchanged independently of
ultrasound assisted time. With this method is possibly make extractions with small amounts of powdered sample
(4 g of flour), which would be advisable in studies when the biological material is limited.
Keywords. Ultrasound assisted extraction, antioxidant activity, Byrsonima crassifolia, pressing, maceration.
Resumen. Una de las técnicas tradicionales para extraer metabolitos es la maceración con solventes,
ayudado de molienda mecánica. Recientemente, el ultrasonido se ha propuesto como un factor para
mejorar la extracción. Sin embargo, la información sobre los tiempos de ultrasonido necesarios es
insuficiente. Además, el prensado ayuda a la separación del bagazo y disminuye la pérdida de extracto.
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Se estableció una metodología de extracción de metabolitos antioxidantes, combinando la extracción con
solvente asistida por ultrasonido y prensado (UPAE). Hojas y corteza de B. crassifolia, secadas mediante
aire forzado, molidas y tamizadas hasta formar una harina, se usaron para realizar la UPAE, los resultados
de los rendimientos se compararon con una maceración convencional (etanol al 95%, 1: 4 p/v, control). Los
tiempos de ultrasonido fueron: 5, 20, 40 y 50 min. La separación por prensado se realizó con una jeringa
de vidrio. La actividad antioxidante se determinó cualitativamente por TLC y cuantitativamente mediante
ensayo espectrofotométrico de DPPH• a 517 nm. El método UPAE aumentó la cantidad de sólidos totales
extraídos, sin afectar la actividad antioxidante, en hojas o corteza, desde los 5 y 20 minutos, respectivamente.
Sin una identificación específica, se evidenció que B. crassifolia produce una gran variedad de compuestos
antioxidantes, del tipo polar y apolar, los cuales permanecen inalterados independientemente del tiempo de
sonicación. Con este método es posible hacer extracciones con pequeñas cantidades de muestra pulverizada
(4 g de harina), lo cual sería aconsejable en estudios cuando el material biológico es limitado.
Palabras clave. Extracción asistida por ultrasonido, actividad antioxidante, Byrsonima crassifolia, prensado,
maceración.

INTRODUCTION

Byrsonima crassifolia, commonly known as
nanche, is a perennial tree native to Central
America, which is highly appreciated for its
fruits.1,2 de Souza et al., (2012) report it as an
important resource of antioxidant agents.3
Generally, plants are an important source of
bioactive principles and drugs precursor that are
extracted by solvents.4 However, this method
has several disadvantages as solvents and
high energy spends, long extraction times and
obtaining a variable yield at the end process,
which depends on plants type.
The maceration of the different parts of the
plant is a traditional technique, which is a solidliquid extraction. This extraction type can be
improved by decreasing the particle size by
mechanical grinding. Recently, solid-liquid
extraction has been assisted by sonication, which
is fundamentally based on breaking the cell
walls of plants with ultrasound, improving the
penetration of the solvent and the mass transfer
through the cell membrane.5

2
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The extracted metabolites are filtered by
gravity and/or vacuum, however, there is little
information about the required sonication
times to provide a benefit in yield. Finally,
pressing helps to physical refining by applying
a compression force on the filtered cake, abating
loss of extracts in the solids recuperation. This
work, established an efficient methodology to
extract metabolites with antioxidant activity,
which combines the benefits of extraction with
solvents and ultrasonic and pressing assistance
extraction (UPAE).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals
Ethanol (GOLDEN BELL reactivos, México)
was used for the extraction by maceration
and UPAE. The liquid-liquid extraction was
performed with methanol (GOLDEN BELL
reactivos, México) and hexane (MEYER,
México). Acetone was used as part of the mobile
phase of Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC)
(Silica gel 60 F254, MERCKMILLIPORE).
The 2,2-Diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH),

JOURNAL OF BIOENGINEERING AND BIOMEDICINE RESEARCH (2018) VOL.2 No.3:1-8

(±)-6-Hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchromane2-carboxylic acid (TROLOX) and TWEEN 80
were obtained from SIGMA-ALDRICH (MO,
USA). The ascorbic acid was purchased from
MEYER (México). All solvents used in this
work were technical grade.

syringe and a fine pore size filter. The bagasse
was recovered and dried to constant weight to
realize a mass balance (data not shown), finally
it was eliminated, the extract was recovered
and dried to constant weight.
The extract was concentrated through solvent
evaporation using a simple distillation kit
(GL207, GLASSCO, MÉXICO). The extracted
solids yield was calculated using (1).

Biologicals material preparation
Leaves and bark from B. crassifolia were
collected during august 2017, in Tuxtepec,
Oaxaca. The collected material was dried by
forced-air at 0.0103 m3/s for approximately 48
hours at 33±2 °C, crushed and grounded to
reduce the particle size in a domestic blender
(Black & Decker, México), finally it was sieved
with an 8 pores/cm screen until to obtaining a
powdered sample (flour). The flour was stored
at room temperature for later use.

Liquid-liquid extraction and TLC separation
The ethanolic extract was dissolved in methanol
(10 mg/mL) and it was mixed with hexane 1:1
v/v to carry out the liquid-liquid extraction. The
compounds obtained were resolved in a thin
layer chromatography (TLC), in a semi-hermetic
environment using the acetone-methanolethanol-water system (1:2:1:2 v/v) as mobile
phase, two known antioxidant compounds were
used as controls: ascorbic acid and Trolox.

Maceration of leaf and bark
To comparing extraction yields between methods,
we was used a maceration as control. This was
carried out exposing the flour with ethanol for 24
h at room temperature, Flour of leave and bark
was mixed with 95% ethanol to 1:4 w/v. It was
filtered through fine-sized pore filter paper and
extraction yield was determined.6

yield (%) =

extract weight obtained
x
flour initial weight

100

(1)

Ultrasound assisted extraction and pressing
(UPAE)
Extraction process was carried out at room
temperature, leaves or bark flour was mixed
with ethanol to 1:4 w/v. They were sonicated at
different times (5, 20, 40 and 50 min) with 50 watts
in an ultrasonic bath (BAKU BK-3550 Ultrasonic
Cleaner). The extraction product was recovered
using a pressing process with a 50 mL glass

After running the plates, there were looked
under UV light (365 nm), later there were sprayed
with a DPPH solution and they were observed
at 365 nm, again. Plates were photographed (12
megapixels, Dual Autofocus Pixel, f/1.7, LED
flash) in each condition for digital analysis.

(1)

Analytical methods
Semiquantitative determination of antioxidant
activity in thin layer chromatographic (TLC) plates
TLC plates were injected either, with a
known concentration of leaf or bark extract
obtained from assisted sonication at different
times, or different concentrations of ascorbic
acid (10, 5, 0.5, 0.05 y 0.005 mg/mL). Later,
TLC plates were sprayed with a methanolic
DPPH solution (0.15% w/v), and then were
photographed to digital analysis.7

Copyright ©2018 COLEGIO MEXICANO DE INGENIEROS BIOQUIMICOS
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Spectrophotometric determination of DPPH
antioxidant assay
Antioxidant activity was measured according
to Sharma and Bath (2009).8 200 µL of stock
solution (10 mg/mL) of each extract were taken,
which were mixed with 800 µL of DPPH 50
µM and then the solution was measured at
517nm every 5 min for 30 min. Absorbance
against time was plotted (n=6). On the other
hand, different solutions were employed from
working stock of 0.2 mg/mL in 3% of Tween 80.
IC50 was calculated using straight line equation.
Digital analysis of chromatographic plates
Analysis regions were established to measure
optical intensities, these regions were analyzing
through ImageJ 1.52 a (National Institute of
Health, USA) software.9
Statistical analysis
All experiments were conducted in triplicate
and analyzed statically with one-way ANOVA,
means values were subjected to the Tukey test
using Minitab® 17.1.0 software.
RESULTS

Efficiency of maceration and UPAE extraction
methods
The percentage yield of UPAE and macerating
are show in figure 1a, the percent yield of UPAE
is the average of all sonication times. Compared to
maceration, UPAE was more efficient in both, leaf
and bark. The extract yield recovered, was 290%
in leaves and 270% in bark. Figure 1 b indicates
that after 5 min the maximum yields of leaves
extraction were reached by UPAE method, so
that in later times it did not significantly affected
obtaining the extracted solids.

4
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Figure 1. Extraction efficiency employing ultrasonic and
pressing assistance or maceration. a) Difference in yield
employing maceration or UPAE method is showed. b) Effect of
different times of sonication on solids extracted yield with UPAE
is showed. Different letters, indicate significative differences
(p≤0.05) (Capital letters for leaf, lower case for bark).

In bark, the higher UPAE yield was obtained
at 20 min when the significant differences
(p≤0.05) were calculated by LSD statistical
method, but when this was calculated by
Tukey statistical method not statistical
difference were found (Figure 1 b). it was
showed that the yield in leaves is higher than
bark at the 5 and 20 min of UPAE, 40 and 50
min are not statistically different.
Antioxidant activity
Semiquantitative
preliminary
antioxidant
activity determination, in TLC plates, showed
that solids extracted in different ultrasonic
times exhibit antioxidant capacity similar in
both, leaves and bark (Figure 2).
TLC plates analysis by densitometry, showed that
20 µg extracts has antioxidant activity apparent,
equivalent to 1.66-1.81 and 1.45-1.56 µg of
ascorbic acid, in bark and leaves, respectively

JOURNAL OF BIOENGINEERING AND BIOMEDICINE RESEARCH (2018) VOL.2 No.3:1-8

Leaf
t sonication (min)

Bark
Relative value to ascorbic acid (µg)

The inhibitory concentration to scavenging
of half DPPH radical (IC50), was tested for
spectrophotometric method as mentioned previously
and with the absorbance values was calculated the
IC50 parameter for each sonication time, in both leaf
and bark. No significant differences (p≤0.05) were
found between sonication times, for this reason is
considered that since from 5 min of sonication is
enough to extract entire activity in both leaves and
bark. Results are in the table 1.

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

5

1.78 *

± 0.31

1.56 †

± 0.22

20

1.68 *

± 0.17

1.56 †

± 0.21

Table 1. Inhibitory concentration to scavenging of

40

1.81

*

± 0.19

1.53

†

± 0.16

50

1.66 *

± 0.19

1.45 †

± 0.13

half DPPH radical (IC 50) of leave or bark extracts with

Figure 2. Semiquantitative antioxidant activity
preliminary determination (densitometry). Different
symbols indicate significative differences (p≤0.05) (*
between time in leaf and † between time in bark).

The antioxidant capacity from extracts
obtained by different sonication times, is
show in figure 3. The scavenging of DPPH
radical is the same, independently of the
sonication time. On the other hand, the
antioxidant activity of Tween 80 was tested
because it was employed as dissociating agent
in this work, in both, leaves and bark. Then,
was determinate that tween has not effect on
the scavenging of DPPH radical.

Figure 3. Qualitative spectrophotometric method to
determination of antioxidant activity in ethanolic extracts
UPAE. Antioxidant activity between different sonication times
extracts was tested, using ascorbic acid as positive control (Ascorbic
acid). Additionally, antioxidant activity of Tween 80 was discarded.

different sonication time.
Sonication

IC (mg/mL)

(min)

LEAF

50

BARK

MEANS

SD

MEANS

SD

5

0.00827

*

± 0.001

0.01154

†

± 0.003

20

0.00763 *

± 0.001

0.01094 †

± 0.003

40

0.00871 *

± 0.001

0.01064 †

± 0.003

50

0.00872

± 0.001

0.01348

± 0.002

*

†

* or † indicate significant differences (p≤0.05).

However, results were significantly higher in
IC50 values for the bark. The leaf is more potent
since it requires less concentration of the extract
to reduce 50% of the DPPH radical.
The ethanolic extracts of leaf and bark were
separated trough TLC test with a mobile phase
previously mentioned. It was found
not
difference between patrons of antioxidant
compounds distribution when were revelated
with DPPH solution (0.15%). Additionally,
it was observed that some compounds were
maintained at the point of application, while
others were distributed along of TLC plate due
that the mobile phase was polar, the compounds
had not carried out were considered as no polar,
while the compounds distributes along the plate
were considered as polar. Accordingly, we
can say that the extract has polar and no polar
antioxidant compounds, so that the differences

Copyright ©2018 COLEGIO MEXICANO DE INGENIEROS BIOQUIMICOS
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of the non-polar compounds observed in the
plates of the different times of sonication of the
bark seem not to affect to the total antioxidant
activity. A representative image is show in
figure 4, which showed general distribution
of total compounds and the regions were the
antioxidant activity was located.
On other hand, the areas with compounds in
the starter line were considered as no polar
and those carried out for the mobile phase,
were considered as polar compounds.

Table 2. Evaluation of the significant differences (p≤0.05)
in TLC plates of different extracts using Image J.
POLAR COMPOUNDS
LEAF
BARK

SONICATION
(MIN)

5

A

A

A

A

A

λ+
DPPH
A

20

A

A

A

A

A

A

40

A

A

A

A

A

A

50

A

A

A

A

A

A

DPPH

λ

λ + DPPH

DPPH

λ

NO POLAR COMPOUNDS
LEAF

BARK

DPPH

λ

λ + DPPH

DPPH

λ

λ+
DPPH

5

A

A

A

A

B

A

20

A

A

A

A

AB

A

40

A

A

A

A

AB

A

50

A

A

A

A

A

A

Different letter is significant different (p≤5). λ indicate 365 nm.

DISCUSSION

Figure 4. Representative images of the TLC plates
of compounds with antioxidant activity in bark
ethanolic extract revealed with: a) DPPH, b) long
wave (365 nm) and c) DPPH + long wave (365 nm).
The compounds attached at the start line were considered
non-polar, the compounds entrained by the mobile phase
were considered polar.

Additionally, some regions that fluoresce at 365 nm
and after treatment with DPPH lost fluorescence,
were considered as compounds with antioxidant
activity. Regions of analysis were selected with
ImageJ, as previously described. Table 2 shows
results of digital analysis for regions (positive at
365 nm and DPPH).
The antioxidant activity and total polar
compounds are similar (p≤0.05) for all
sonication times, in both leaves and bark.
However, the no polar compounds of the bark
decreased significant at 50 min.

6
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The ultrasonic assisted extraction is a widely
method used in laboratory processes for
extraction,5,10,11,12,13 however, there are not
consensus regarding the effect of sonication
time on obtaining compounds.11,13
Results shown that prolonged times of
sonication (more than 5 min in leaves and
more than 20 min in bark by Tukey, p≤0.05 )
not contribute significantly to the recovery
yields of total solids or total compounds with
antioxidant activity, which is similar finding to
that reported by Al-Juhaimi et al. (2016).14
In this work, it was observed a total yield of solids
in leaves of 23.87% ± 0.61, this is equivalent at
increased 290% with respect to leaf extracts
obtained by conventional maceration. In the bark,
the yield obtained was 21.23% ±1.30, this result is
equivalent to an increased 270% with respect to
bark extracts obtained by conventional maceration.
Is important to remark that we use only 4 g of flour.
The yields obtained by UPAE, are higher at

JOURNAL OF BIOENGINEERING AND BIOMEDICINE RESEARCH (2018) VOL.2 No.3:1-8

the reported by other authors in extractions
assisted by sonication.10,11,12,13 It remains to be
determined which factor, sonication, pressing o
a combination, have a key role in the recovery;
as is known that the filtration separation method
is inefficient although is widely used, either by
gravity or assisted by vacuum.
The aim of this work was extract at room
temperature and a single extraction cycle the
antioxidant compounds trough ultrasonic
system and pressing, although Lopez et al.,
(2016)10 report the use of ultrasonic assistance
extraction trough the increases of temperature
(60 °C), which according to the authors could
improve the yield. de Souza et al., (2017)15
performance the extraction of polyphenols using
a temperature of 60 °C and increasing the number
of re-extractions. Therefore, it is not ruled out the
possibility of changing these, temperature and
many extractions cycles in future works, because
the information about the effect of temperature
or numbers of extractions cycles is poor.
Finally, it is important to note, that the sonication
time in the UPAE does not significantly alter the
total antioxidant activity, not by regions and not
the potency of the extracts. So, in the case of B.
crassifolia, it is suggested that for leave 5 min of
UPAE is enough and for bark a maximum of 20
min are required to obtain a higher yield of solids
and compounds with antioxidant activity.
CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrated that the ultrasonic
assistance extraction and the separation method by
pressing, improves solids yields and compounds
obtained without affecting the antioxidant activity,
as demonstrated in the preliminary analysis in
TLC and the spectrophotometric determination of
the IC50. With this method is possible to perform
extractions to quantities as small as 4 g of flour

used in this study. So, it would be advisable in
studies when the material is limited.
Finally, without making a specific identification,
this study shown that B. crassifolia produces a
great variety of antioxidant compounds in both
leaf and bark of polar and apolar type. So, it
is important since it has an efficient extraction
method, the compounds obtained and their
possible applications must be studied.
It is important to highlight that in this work the
use of ultrasound in B. crassifolia is reported for
the first time.
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Abstract. Ipomoea carnea Jacq., it has been studied due uses and properties attributed to it, being the most
common the medicinal, ornamental and meliferous. The aim of this work was the stablishment and promotion
of I. carnea in vitro germination for micropropagation. Closed capsules with seeds were collected in urban
areas in Mérida city, Yucatán. Seeding was carried out in MS culture medium at 50 and 100% of its ionic
strength, two different concentrations (0.1 and 0.2 mg / L) of an auxin-type growth regulator, indole acid, were
added. -3-acetic (IAA), using basal media as controls. For the statistical analysis, calculation to germination
percentage and germination speed index with respect to time after sowing was carried out. The treatments
with IAA showed a germination speed higher than those with basal medium; the treatment with 50% MS
medium presented a germination percentage to 83%, although its speed index was 0.16 it obtained the highest
number of germinated seedlings in comparison with the other treatments. The IAA application has a positive
effect on roots development under in vitro conditions and increases the speed of radicle emergence.
Keywords. Closed capsules, Indole-3acetic acid, Germination rate index.
Resumen. Ipomoea carnea Jacq., Se ha estudiado por los usos y propiedades que se le atribuyen, siendo las
más comunes las medicinales, ornamentales y melíferas. El objetivo de este trabajo fue el establecimiento y
promoción de la germinación in vitro de I. carnea para la micropropagación. Se recogieron cápsulas cerradas
con semillas en áreas urbanas en la ciudad de Mérida, Yucatán. La siembra se llevó a cabo en medio de cultivo
MS a 50 y 100% de su fuerza iónica, se añadieron dos concentraciones diferentes (0,1 y 0,2 mg / L) de un
regulador de crecimiento tipo auxina, ácido indol. -3-acético (IAA), utilizando medios basales como controles.
Para el análisis estadístico, se realizó el cálculo del porcentaje de germinación y el índice de velocidad de
germinación con respecto al tiempo después de la siembra. Los tratamientos con IAA mostraron una velocidad
de germinación más alta que aquellos que solo tenían medio basal; el tratamiento con 50% de MS presentó
un porcentaje de germinación de 83%, aunque su índice de velocidad fue de 0.16, obtuvo el mayor número de
plántulas germinadas en comparación con otros tratamientos. La aplicación de IAA tiene un efecto positivo en el
desarrollo de raíces en condiciones in vitro y aumenta la velocidad de aparición de la radícula.
Palabras clave. Cápsulas cerradas, ácido Indole-3acético, índice de germinación.
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INTRODUCTION

Ipomoea carnea Jacq. is a species belonging
to the botanical family of the Convolvulaceas,
which has been studied due the different uses
and properties attributed to it in the traditional
medicine like an anti-inflammatory, antioxidant,
antidiabetic, antimicrobial, antifungal, healing,
activity immunostimulant, hepatoprotective
activity, inhibition and anxiolytic properties.
These properties are mainly due to phytochemical
characteristics
coming
from
alkaloids,
glucosides, reducing sugars, flavonoids, fatty
acids, esters, compounds derived from alcohol
and tannins.14 I. carnea has been shown to
have a wide variety of significant values not
only in ecological level but also commercially
due to uses derived from its phytochemicals
having many pharmacological, inhibitory and
insecticidal properties.3
The honey importance of I. carnea it is reported due
its floral and extra-floral nectaries have amino acids
that serves as additional attractants for pollinators
such as bees for to their high nutritional value. On the
other hand the extrafloral nectaries have the same
types of amino acids as those present in commercial
species like cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) although
in smaller quantities, and it is known to serve
as an extra attractant for other insects that can
perform the pollination or protection function
in the case of ants.8 In plant tissue culture, plant
growth regulators are a very important factor since
the response generated during Micropropagation.
Among the main plant growth regulators that are
used synthetically, and can be found endogenously
in plants, are the Auxins, Cytokinins, Gibberellins,
among others.5 The germination induction of
zygotic embryos in plants of genus Ipomoea is
reported with the use of Auxins like indol-3acetic acid (IAA), 1-naphtalenacetic acid (NAA),
2-4-diclorofenoxiacetic acid, etc. which gives good
results promoting growth and root formation.7, 15
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The aim of this work is to evaluate the seed disinfection
method under closed capsule conditions, as well the
effect of culture medium and IAA concentration on
in vitro germination of I. carnea.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant material
The seeds of I. carnea were collected in the period
June-July 2017 under closed capsule conditions,
as shown in figure 3. It was taken into account
that the capsule presented a coloration that was
between the light brown and dark, indicating that
it is about to open and that the embryos are ready
for germination. The seeds were collected in the
city of Mérida, Yucatán, Mexico, specifically on
the sidewalks, houses and urban avenues where
the plant is used for ornamental purposes. The
capsules were placed under refrigeration at 4 ⁰ C
until its use to prevent the capsules from opening
and the seeds to be susceptible to contamination.
Desinfection method
The disinfection process was carried out in two
parts, the first was under normal laboratory
conditions and the second under aseptic
conditions in a laminar flow hood Esco. Initially,
the closed capsules were disinfected with a total
of 9 capsules with 4 seeds each. They were
immersed in a solution of benzalkonium chloride
(5%) for three minutes. The capsules were rinsed
with sterile distilled water and immersed in 95%
alcohol for one minute. Once the time elapsed,
the disinfection began under aseptic conditions,
performing a previous washing of the seeds in
distilled water. Once in the laminar flow hood,
a 10% commercial grade chlorine solution was
prepared in which the capsules were placed and
shaken for five minutes, rinsed three times with
distilled water and placed in a Petri dish, lately they
were opened and the seeds were collected.
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The disinfection method was considered successful
when more than 80 percent of the experimental units
were not contaminated after seven days of planting.16
Establishment of in vitro germination
The previously disinfected seeds were placed in
culture flasks with MS basal media11 at two different
concentrations (50 and 100%) adding two different
concentrations of IAA (Sigma ®) (0.1 and 0.2 mg / L),
supplemented with 30 g /L of sucrose and 8g/L of Gel
rite (Sigma®) as a gelling agent previously sterilized
in an autoclave (FELISSA, FE-399) at a temperature
of 121 ° C and 1.1 kg cm2 pressure for 20 min.16,9
All treatments were done in triplicate with a total
of 3 replicates for each treatment obtaining a total
of 36 jars with a seed each. A total of 4 treatments
and two controls were obtained by combining the
concentration of MS medium and IAA as a plant
growth regulator (Table 1). All treatments were
maintained to 25 ± 1 ° C, with a photoperiod of light
16 h and dark 8 h, with 2600 lux of light intensity.
For data analysis, the number of germinated seeds
in each treatment with their respective repetition
was taken account making a record every three day
for a month until the germination ended, recording
the radicle emergency as a positive germination,
calculating in this way the germination percentage
with a three rule, and the germination speed rate,
based on the equation Σ (ng / td), where ng = number
of germinated seeds and td = time in days.17
RESULTS

Disinfection method
From the total of 36 samples that were
taken from the beginning, a contamination
percentage to 8.3% was registered, resulting
in a successful disinfection method with three
contaminated jars, with fungi or bacteria.

In vitro germination
Table 1 shows different combinations of treatments
and results obtained, consecutive numbers (1-6)
represent the dates after sowing and every date
was recorded each three days for a month. The
effects of the IAA concentration were observed
on the third day after planting, registering a
germination percentage to 8.3% with four jars
with germinated seeds and the visible radicle.
The treatments with the first germination record
were the treatments 1 and 4, which contained 0.1
mg / L IAA and 50% MS media and 0.2 mg / L
IAA with 100% MS respectively. Six days after
planting, germination was recorded of four more
seedlings corresponding to treatments 1, 2 and 4
(0.2 mg/L IAA, 100% MS) and an accumulated
percentage to 66%. Twelve days after sowing the
new opening plants corresponding to treatment
3, that was registered with 0.2 mg / L of IAA
and 50% MS with germination percentage of
0.7%. For day 30 the germination speed indexes
were registered, being the highest of 0.22 that
corresponded to treatment 1 with 0.1 mg / L of
IAA and half of MS culture to 50%, the lowest
index was 0.13 for the treatment 4 with 0.2 mg/L
of IAA and 100% MS.
Regarding the concentration of culture media,
treatments with growth regulator showed a
germination speed index higher than those
with basal medium at half its ionic strength,
specifically treatment 1 (0.1 mg / L IAA; %),
on the other hand the treatment 5 that only had
MS medium at 50% presented a germination
percentage to 83%, although its speed index
was to 0.16, obtained the highest number
of germinated seedlings compared to other
treatments despite having that its germination
speed was lower compared to the treatments with
IAA. Treatment 6 with MS at 100% presented a
percentage of 0.66% and its germination speed
was to 0.15. The germination percentages to each
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one of treatments can be better appreciated in
figure 1, which shows the standard deviation and
the germination percentage frequencies for each.
Table 1. Treatments table results of combination between
the amount of IAA and basal media
Treatments
IAA

T1
0.1 mg/L

T2
T3
T4
0.1mg/L 0.2mg/L 0.2mg/L

T5
-

MS
Culture media MS 50% MS 100% MS 50% MS 100%
50%

T6
MS
100%

1*

1

0

1

1

0

1

2

1

1

1

0

1

0

3

1

1

0

0

1

0

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

0

1

0

1

1

1

6

0

0

0

0

1

1

Germination
percentage

0.67

0.67

0.5

0.5

0.83

0.67

Germination
speed rate

0.15

0.16

0.15

0.12

0.17

0.16

*Numbers 1 to 6 represent each five days consecutive after sowing for a month.

Figure 1. Histogram of germination frequencies.
Representation of germination percentage in the different
treatments. G.P. = Germination percentage and S.D. =
Standar deviation.

Figure 2. Exemplary of Ipomoea carnea Jacq.
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Figure 3. Plant material used in the experiment. (a) Closed
capsules of I. carnea with 1 cm wide and 2 cm long. (b)
Seeds from closed capsules after disinfection method, with
the characteristic fussy aparience of Ipomoea genus.

Figure 4. Treatment 1 Seedling. The seedling
germination was recorded on the third day after sowing
with 0.1 mg/L IAA and 50% MS.

Figure 5. Plantlet corresponding to treatment 1. The
seedling was planted in a medium with 0.1 mg /L IAA and
showed a high development of secondary roots.

DISCUSSION

The disinfection method applied was adequate
since it was done in three repetitions of
which only in the first one a total of 1.7%
contaminated vials was obtained, in the other
repetitions 100% of the treatments did not
have presence of contamination at seven days
of having sown. The capsule of the seeds of
I. carnea is resistant and unless it is exposed

JOURNAL OF BIOENGINEERING AND BIOMEDICINE RESEARCH (2018) VOL.2 No.3:9-14

to weather conditions such as sunny days, this
structure will not open so the shelter under
refrigeration is effective as a storage method
that avoids any type of contamination before
disinfection and in vitro germination.13
Different results were obtained according to the
components of the medium in which the seeds
of I. carnea germinated. In the first place it is
observed that the chemical addition of a specific
growth regulator is not required, since in spite of
the qualities that IAA possesses over the plants,
the germination percentages of the seedlings
were higher in those treatments that were not
added with said regulator.

with the use of basal media without the addition
of a regulator. Even if it is desired to make an
optimization using fewer resources for the
germination of zygotic embryos, based on this
study we could recommend the application of the
basal media MS at half its ionic strength. Finally,
it can be concluded that the seeds of this species
do not have any kind of latency in particular
because they did not present any specific
requirement for their germination, as well the
application of an auxin (IAA) has a positive effect
on root development of I. carnea under in vitro
conditions, as shown in figure 5 corresponding to
treatment 1 that showed a great development of
roots at 20 days after germination.

The germination rate index was clearly influenced
by the presence of IAA, since the effect of said
regulator on the processes of germination and
formation of the radicle, 14 which is record on the
fourth day after having sowed, since treatments
1, 3 and 4 that had concentrations of 0.1 and 0.2
mg /L of the regulator presented radicle emergence
(Figure 4). There are reports about auxin for in vitro
zygotic embryo germination of Pharbitis nil Choisy,
a plant belonging to Convolvulacea family and
whose scientific name places it within the Ipomoea
genus at present.1 The effect of IAA on plants can
be seen very clearly in the root, since 30 days after
germination those specimens of the treatments that
had this regulator showed an excessive growth of
secondary roots and a lengthening of its root main,
in such a way unlike those that only contained the
basal media12 (Figure 5).

This study has been carried out as a first step
for the establishment of a micropropagation
protocol that contains the corresponding part
to the morphogenesis induction of explants
taken from seedlings germinated under in
vitro conditions, which is being carried out
as a second part of this work. The in vitro
germination allows laying the foundations for
the stage of establishment of a plant species that
goes from ex vitro to the in vitro conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

Centro de Investigación y Asistencia y Tecnología
y Diseño del Estado de Jalisco

The use of IAA as auxin for the induction of
germination in seeds of I. carnea, gives good
results regarding the time it takes to show the
emergence of the radicle, however none of the
treatments that used this regulator presented a
germination percentage higher than that observed
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Abstract. Retroviral pseudotypes are a group of viral vectors that are widely used in various areas of biomedical
investigation in virtue of their capacity to transfer genes in a specific manner to target cells and soft tissues.
The versatility of retroviral pseudotypes in assays in vitro, as well as in vivo, had allowed their application in
diverse aspects in gene therapy, investigation of mechanisms of viral replication, such as the first steps of the
infectious cycle, contributing to the elucidation of cellular receptors, as in the case of Ebola, in the search for
novel vaccinal agents and molecules with antiviral potential in the determination of neutralizing antibodies
in the sera of vaccinated individuals, as well as in epidemiological surveillance, and in the quality control of
biological and biotechnological products. Thus, in this review we provide basic concepts regarding retroviral
pseudotypes, their historical development from a biosafety perspective, as well as present some examples of
their application in licensed medical procedures, and in Influenza and Rabies research.
Keywords. Gene transfer, biosafety, influenza, rabies.
Resumen. Los pseudotipos retrovirales son un grupo de vectores virales ampliamente utilizados en varias
áreas de investigación y aplicación biomédica por su capacidad de transferir genes de forma específica a
células blanco y tejidos. La versatilidad de los pseudotipos retrovirales en ensayos in vitro e in vivo llevó
a su posterior aplicación en aspectos tan diversos como la investigación de mecanismos de replicación
viral, específicamente en los primeros pasos del ciclo infeccioso del virus mediante la dilucidación de los
receptores celulares, como es el caso del virus del Ébola, en la búsqueda de nuevos agentes vacunales y
moléculas con potencial antiviral, en la determinación de anticuerpos neutralizantes en el suero de individuos
vacunados, así como en la vigilancia epidemiológica y en el control de calidad de productos biológicos y
biotecnológicos. Así, en esta revisión se proporcionan conceptos básicos sobre pseudotipos retrovirales,
su desarrollo histórico desde el punto de vista de bioseguridad, así como su aplicación en procedimientos
médicos aprobados, y en el área de investigación sobre rabia e influenza.
Palabras clave. Transferencia de genes, bioseguridad, influenza, rabia.
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1. VIRAL VECTORS

Viruses are biological agents that efficiently
introduce their genetic material into target cells
after host -cell infection. At the beginning of the
1980s, the development of gene transfer methods
was initiated, taking advantage of the knowledge
that existed in terms of mechanisms concerning
infection and replication. Viral vectors are
modified viruses that serve as vehicles to introduce
exogenous genetic material into the nucleus
of a receptor cell. To generate a viral vector,
recombinant plasmids are engineered to integrate a
gene-of-interest and then transfected into a cellular
line, this denominated packaging. The resulting
viral vectors cannot multiply themselves, in that
cells do not possess the replication machinery
necessary for this process. However, that they can
allow the stable incorporation of the desirable gene
into the host genome is in itself advantageous, as
long-term expression of the transgene is possible
for achieving therapeutic efficacy Originally,
application of this technology was directed
toward the development of gene therapy, a clinical
therapeutic modality for the treatment of diseases
such as cancer and cardiovascular diseases, among
others.1-9 Due to the knowledge possessed about
the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), the
first viruses employed for the development of
viral vectors were of the retrovirus type, and at
present, lentivirus-derived viral vectors comprise
the most practical gene-transfer vehicles in gene
therapy applications as well as in investigation.10
2. LENTIVIRUS

The genus Lentivirus belongs to the Retroviridae
family. The lentiviruses are positive-sense, singlestranded, linear RNA viruses. They contain three
main genes that code for the following proteins
of the virion: 5´-gag-pol-env-3´. Depending on the
virus, other genes are also present: for example,
in HIV, vif, vpu, tat, rev, and nef are also found,

16
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whose products are implicated in regulating the
synthesis and processing of viral RNA, as well
as in other functions linked with multiplication.
The extremes are flanked by Long Repeated
Sequences (LTR) 600 nucleotides whose lengths
are the following: 450 in the U3 region; 100 in the
R region, and approximately 70 in the U5 region.11
3. RETROVIRAL VECTORS

Lentivirus-derived retroviral vectors possess
three characteristics that have made them a
system-of-choice: the stability of the integration
of the gene of interest in the genome of the
target cell, an important requisite for long-time
expression; the capacity to carry, in a stable
manner, up to 10 kb, which allows the delivery of
a broad variety of DNA-of-interest, and they do
not transfer the sequences that code for their viral
proteins, nor proper regulatory sequences, thus
minimizing the risk of carcinogenesis associated
with viral sequences, diminishing the level of
biosafety required in their manipulation.12,13
The majority of retroviral vectors are based on
the
Feline Immunodeficiency Virus (FIV),
the Murine Leukemia Virus (MLV), and the
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). MLV
is an oncoretrovirus whose genome presents
LTR sequences at the extremes that flank the
following genes: gag, which codes for the viral
capsid and the matrix protein; pol, which codes
for the RNA-dependent polymerase, integrase,
and the viral protease, and env, which codes
for the proteins of the viral envelope. Type 1
HIV (HIV-1) has also been utilized as viral
vector, being more complex, in that its genome,
in addition to the structural genes previously
mentioned, presents two regulatory genes and
four accessory genes as follows: tat, which codes
for a viral transcription factor; rev, which codes
for a protein that regulates the expression of the
viral RNA, and vif, vpr, vpu, and nef, which
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are associated with diverse virulence factors.
Both oncoviruses possess a specific packaging
signal (Ψ) situated downstream of the 5´-LTR,
which allows for specific encapsulation of the
viral genetic material. The retroviral vectors that
derive from the MLV cannot transduce cells that
do not divide; in contrast, vectors deriving from
HIV can transduce cells under cell division, as
well as cells that are not destined to divide, this
conferring versatility to HIV-based vectors.10,14,15
The design of retroviral vectors from the
genome of the lentivirus-of-choice requires the
following three constructions: the packaging
plasmid that carries the gag-pol genes; the
plasmid that carries the env gene, and the
transfer plasmid that carries the gene-ofinterest. The expression cassette of the gene-ofinterest is flanked by the viral LTR sequences,
and this is the sole construction that conserves
the viral packaging signal (Ψ), which allows for
packaging the RNA of this gene exclusively.
LTR sequences permit the integration of the
gene-of-interest into the genome of the target
cell. The gag-pol structural genes are generally
expressed as a sole packaging construction,
both under the control of a promotor. The viral
envelope protein can be expressed by itself as
a construction separated from gag-pol genes,
which reduces the probability of recombinant
events that could lead to the production of
multiplication-competent wild viruses. The
packaging signal is suppressed or mutated in
the constructions of the viral protein envelope,
so that these messenger RNA (mRNA) are not
packaged in the retroviral vector.16,17
Production of the retroviral vectors consists
of the expression of the three constructions,
generally introduced by simultaneous cotransfection, in a permissive cell. The plasmid
that carries the gene-of- interest contains the
packaging signal (Ψ), while the RNA of this

gene is enveloped by the nucleocapsid of the
virus and the lipid bilayer of the production
cell, in which the envelope proteins are
carried; and the viral particles thus produced
are released, being able to be collected from
the cell-culture supernatant. Afterward,
during their application, the retroviral vectors
interact with the surface proteins of the target
cells and are internalized by endocytosis, the
nucleocapsid is released within the cytoplasm,
the viral RNA is retrotranscribed to DNA by
the RNA polymerase, the complementary DNA
(cDNA) is imported into the nucleus, and it can
be integrated into the DNA of the target cell,
carrying out the expression of the gene-ofinterest during the cell division.
The use of retroviral vectors for gene delivery
in eukaryotic cells has various advantages,
among these efficient gene transfer and the
stable integration of the gene-of-interest into
the DNA of the target cell, by which the latter
gene is transmitted to all the daughter cells and,
due to the elimination of the viral genes that
are essential for replication, these vectors are
incapable of generating replicative viral particles,
which prevents a secondary infection.13,17-20

Figure 1. Generation of retroviral pseudotypes and
their application. Retroviral pseudotypes are produced
in packaging cells that are transfected with plasmids that
contain genes that code for the viral core and for the viral
polymerase (gag-pol), the reporter gene, and the gene
that codes for the protein envelope protein, which confers
tropism on the retroviral pseudotype. Once produced,
retroviral pseudotypes can be utilized in neutralization
assays, in the search for antiviral molecules, or to introduce
genes into cells-of-interest.
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4. EVOLUTION OF RETROVIRAL VECTOR
SYSTEMS IN BIOSAFETY ASPECTS

Retroviral vectors, which are considered
recombinant viruses, can be employed in assays
in vitro, in bioassays in animals, or can possess
a therapeutic purpose in individuals. Thus,
their manipulation, or that of cells or of animals
transduced with them, must be regulated in
terms of the finality or the type of activity
involved. In this context, certain norms should
be applied with the objective of protecting
workers from the risks related with exposure
to biological agents in the workplace, and of
regulating the construction, manipulation, or
the intentional release of cells that contain DNA
recombinant molecules. On the other hand, the
use of retroviral vectors for therapeutic purposes
gives rise to a series of critical considerations
that include their safety and effectiveness.10
The potential of these retroviral vectors was
revealed in 1996, when it was demonstrated that
they could transduce neurons in vitro and in
vivo. Since that time, modifications have been
carried out in order to achieve high-efficiency
levels of production and transduction of the
gene-of-interest and to reduce the biosafety
required for their manipulation.21,27 With this
objective, the design of replication-defective
retroviral vectors requires that the sequence of
the gene-of-interest provided by the transference
construction acts in cis, that is, that it remains
integrated in the genome of the target cell, that
it be separated from the sequences that act in
trans, which code for the viral structural proteins
provided by the packaging construction, and
that these will not be integrated into the genome
(Figure 1). In addition, the transfer construction
should contain a promoter that conducts to the
transcription of the gene, which is flanked by
viral LTR regions at the 5´ and 3´ ends, while
packaging construction is characterized by the
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substitution of viral LTR regions by a strong
promoter and a polyadenylation signal at the 5’
and 3’ extremes, respectively.10,13,28-30
The genome of some retroviruses, such as that of
HIV-1, in addition to structural genes gag, pol,
and env, contain two regulatory genes: tat and rev,
which are essential for replication of the virus, and
four accessory genes: vif, vpr, vpu, and nef, which
are critical in the virulence and pathogenicity of
the virus. The first generation of retroviral vectors
employed a packaging system that contained all of
the genes of the HIV-1. While these viral vectors
were effective for transferring the gene-of-interest,
the risk of infecting the individual was very high.
In a second-generation system, five of the nine
genes of HIV-1 were eliminated, conserving the
genes gag, pol, tat, and rev, generating retroviral
vectors denominated attenuated vectors. In the
second generation, vector safety increased, but
it was evident that a homologous recombination
with genetic material of the retrovirus (HIV,
for example) could restitute the infective virus.
The third-generation system conserves only the
genes gag, pol, and rev, and the 5´-LTR region,
to ensure transcription in the absence of the tat
gene. Additionally, a deletion was conducted of the
promotor and of the potentiator, situated in region
U3 in 3’-LTR, thus generating the Self-Inactivating
Vectors (SIV).31,32 In this system, the probability of
homologous recombination implies a risk that has
been minimized through the separation of the viral
components into different expression plasmids; in
this manner two, three, or even four recombinant
events would be required to produce Replication
Competent Lentiviruses (RCL).13
As mentioned previously, considerable efforts
have been expended to improve the biosafety of
retroviral vectors, including the absence of RCL
as a requisite to evidence the achievement of this
objective; therefore, RCL must be absent during
vector production and during experimentation
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with laboratory animals.33-37 Thus, the use of
retroviral vectors will be safe as long as adequate
contention measures are carried out, which will
depend on the system employed to work with
and the type of manipulation to be performed.10
5. PSEUDOTYPIFICATION OF RETROVIRAL
VECTORS
WITH
HETEROLOGOUS
ENVELOPE GLYCOPROTEINS

In the case of HIV-1-based viral vectors, the
Envelope protein (Env) mediates binding to
the target cell, specifically coupling with the
proteins present in the membrane of cooperator
T cells (CD4), macrophages, and some glial
cells. One of the first advances in the design
of these vectors was the substitution of the env
gene, which codes for the Env protein, with
that of another virus. This process, in which
the tropism of the virion is modified, therefore
taking advantage of the membrane glycoproteins
of other viruses, or other tissue-specific proteins,
is termed pseudotypification (Figure 1).38-41 Very
frequently in retroviral vectors, the Env protein is
substituted for by the G protein of the Vesicular
Stomatitis Virus (VSV-G), a protein of broad
cellular tropism due to that its phospholipid-type
receptor is expressed ubiquitously in mammalian
cells.13
5.1. Definition of the retroviral pseudotype

A Retroviral Pseudotype (RP) is a chimeric
viral particle that comprises the structural and
enzymatic nucleus of a retrovirus, at least one
protein from another virus-of-interest (for
example, the surface glycoprotein of a pathogenic
virus) and, as unique genetic material, the geneof-choice to transfer. For its construction, three
plasmids can be utilized: one will contain the
(gag) structural gene and polymerase gene coding
for (pol); the second will possess the gene that
codes for the surface protein-of- interest with a

promoter sequence for its expression and, in the
third plasmid, will be found the sequence of a
gene-to-transfer, the latter the only one having a
packaging signal. Regarding the gene-to-transfer,
if this involves an application in vitro, a reporter
gene is employed. The most common of these are
the luciferase gene, that of the Green Fluorescent
Protein (GFP), and that of β-Galactosidase
(β-Gal), flanked by Long Terminal Repetitions
(LTR), a packaging signal (ψ) (the reason why
this will be the sole genetic material of the
pseudotype), and a promoter (Figure 1). Given
its characteristics, the pseudotype can carry
out processes of adsorption, penetration, and
reporter-gene transfer into the cell, where the
pseudotype will be expressed. However, the
complete replicative cycle cannot be carried
out; thus, progeny will not arise, and it can be
managed at biosafety 2 levels.17
5. 2. Applications of retroviral pseudotypes

Implementation of the use of RP in diverse areas
has made been made possible, to a great extent, by
the diminution of the level of biosafety required,
in that the pathogen itself is not manipulated,
but instead, the protein surface of this agent. RP
function as substitutes expressing a protein of this
agent on their surface. In the investigation of viral
replicative cycles, pseudotypes have aided in the
knowledge of interactions between the cell receptor
and the virus, giving rise to knowledge that later
has been applied to the search for antiviral products
that hamper the entry of the virus into the cell.42-45
Recently, retroviral pseudotypes that are
carriers of the surface proteins of the hepatitis C
virus have permitted the study of the evolution
of viral quasispecies in a same individual,
which in turn allows for understanding the
dynamic of the disease and, at a future time,
establishing appropriate therapeutic strategies
for the individuals affected.46,47
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Another field in which the employment
of these pseudotypes is granted is in gene
therapy, due to the relative ease with which the
elements that make them up can be selected;
therefore, vectors have been produced for the
transfer of genes-of-interest, where integration
of these genes into the genome of the target
cell permits its expression at the long term
in comparison with episomal vectors. It has
been demonstrated that lentivirus-based
retroviral pseudotypes offer a better degree
of gene-of-interest transfer to target cells
than other vectors, such as those based on
gammaretroviruses or alpharetroviruses.48
Some examples of vectors that have been
successful in clinical studies are those for the
treatment of diffuse large B-cell lymphomas.
In August 2017, the U.S. Federal Drug
Administration (FDA) approved KymriahTM
(Tisagen-lecleucel or CTL019) for the treatment
of young patients with refractory or recurrent
B-cell leukemia. The treatment consists of the
ex-vivo transduction of T-cytotoxic lymphocytes
from the patient to express a chimeric receptor
of antigen CD19, which is expressed in tumor
cells.49-51 In this manner, the transfected cells
specifically recognize the tumor cells without
affecting the individual’s normal cells.
Last, RP have been widely investigated as
substitutes for pathogen viruses in studies
of serological surveillance,51 in diagnostic
tests,52 in immunogenicity tests to evaluate the
effectiveness of vaccines-in-use, or in the search
of epitopes with the potential for developing
new vaccines.53-55 In both cases, with RP we can
detect the production of antibodies in serum by
means of neutralization assays. RP have also
been utilized in the development and evaluation
of antiviral agents against pathogens that
require high levels of biological containment,
such as hemorrhagic viruses.56
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5.3. Neutralization of retroviral pseudotypes

In the Pseudotype Neutralization Assays (PNA),
RP are employed for determining the immune
response generated in previously immunized
individuals, from whom serum samples were
taken. In order for the vaccine to be effective,
it must contain neutralizing antibodies against
the surface glycoprotein of the pathogen-ofinterest present in the pseudotype. Therefore,
neutralization is quantified as a decrease in the
expression of the reporter gene in permissive cells
in comparison with a control without serum, the
latter due to the blockage of the surface protein
in the RP by the neutralizing antibodies present
in the serum, which impedes binding to the cells,
thus the transfer of the reporter gene.57-59
On the other hand, with respect to
seroepidemiological surveillance, the serum
taken from the individuals is mixed with retroviral
pseudotypes carrying a surface antigen of the
agent- of-interest, thus investigating the presence
of neutralizing antibodies. This methodology also
avoids the use of the native pathogenic viruses
necessary in current serological tests destined
for the diagnosis, increasing the laboratories’
capacity for the effective detection of suspicious
cases of some viral infection.60 Another advantage
of the PNA is that the required sample volume
is small (≤10 µL), as demonstrated in a study
for quantifying antibodies against the Lagos bat
virus, the Mokola virus, the Eastern European
bat virus, and in African frugivore bats.61
6. SPECIFIC EXAMPLES
6. 1. Retroviral pseudotypes that contain the rabies
glycoprotein on their surface

The diagnosis of rabies, as well as the evaluation
of rabies vaccines, are limited to laboratories that
possess the infrastructure corresponding to the
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Biosafety Level 3 required for the management of
neurotropic viruses. RP have been developed in
order to express the rabies glycoprotein on their
surface, displacing the use of the active rabies
virus in assays for the detection of neutralizing
antibodies. The production of pseudotypes as
carriers of the rabies virus glycoprotein has been
carried out successfully in terms of the recognition
and transfer of genes to the nervous system;62,63 in
2008, pseudotypes were designed based on two
retroviruses: MLV and HIV that, similar to surface
antigens, possess the glycoproteins deriving from
virus-strain 11, the standard challenge of RABV
(RABV CVS-11), EBLV-1, and EBLV-2, and
reporter genes such as β-Gal and GFP. These RPexposed surface glycoproteins are antigenically
similar to those from the wild viruses, thus
being able to be utilized in PNA for titration of
neutralizing antibodies, and proving to be a very
useful tool capable of substituting for an active
rabies virus in the determination of the humoral
immunity that the rabies vaccines currently in
use could confer against emerging lyssaviruses.64
In another study, the authors compared a
neutralization assay of pseudotypes that utilized
an RP that is a carrier of the glycoprotein of
the CVS-11 virus, compared with the inhibition
of fluorescent foci assay, considered the gold
standard: it obtained 100% specificity and 94.4%
sensitivity, with strong correlation of antibody
titers (r = 0.915). To increase the specificity, with
epidemiological surveillance purposes, in Africa,
the glycoprotein envelope of the local viruses
LBV, DUVV, or MKV, was incorporated, using
β-Gal as reporter gene, demonstrating that the
system with pseudotypes allowed evaluation of
distribution of the disease.54
Another potential application of RP lies in gene
therapy in that, due to the neurotropism conferred
by the rabies virus’ glycoprotein, the pseudotypes
that are carriers of this protein are promising for
transducing motor and muscular neuronal cells.65

6.2. Retroviral pseudotypes with surface proteins
of the influenza virus

As for other pathogens, in the case of the influenza
virus, RP have been investigated as safe tools for
structure and surface imitation of highly pathogenic
viruses.66 For this agent, they have been applied in
the discovery of novel antivirals; such is the case
of pandemic influenza virus (H1N1) inhibitors
and inhibitors of other strains of H1N1;67,68
as diagnostic tools;69 in the quantification of
antibodies for the evaluation of vaccines-underdevelopment.70 in the detection of functional
antibodies directed against the hemagglutinin
(HA) of the pandemic influenza virus (H1N1),
as well as against the HA of subtypes H5 and H7
of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI),
where RP represent a safe tool.18,59,66
CONCLUDING REMARKS

There are diverse investigation groups that have
achieved the development of methodologies that
employ RP in in-vitro assays with diagnostic
purposes, or for seroepidemiological surveillance,
and for the development of therapeutic and
vaccinal agents. From the analytical viewpoint,
many RP-based studies have demonstrated
sensitivity and specificity comparable with
official methodologies or methodologies
considered as the gold standard. Thus, the next
stage is their validation for their acceptance by
international public health organizations such as
the World Health Organization (WHO) and the
World Organization of Animal Health (OIE).
Therefore, these methodologies proceed from
an investigative phase to one of application.71
Likewise, in the case of their investigation with
therapeutic aim, retroviral pseudotypes are
considered biotechnological products that should
comply with the existing normativity; thus,
their development for guaranteeing safety and
effectiveness specifications is the priority.72-77
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Abstract. High-fat foods are susceptible to oxidation reactions that alter their physicochemical, nutritional and sensory
properties and, as a consequence, their shelf life and the consumer acceptance. Potato is a highly consumed vegetable
worldwide and its industrialization generates large amount of wastes which are rich in fiber and antioxidant compounds.
The objective of this work was to evaluate the effect of adding potato peel flour on the nutritional and sensory properties,
as well as on the oxidative stability of a high-fat bakery product. The optimal percentage of substitution of wheat flour
by potato peel flour in a muffin formulation was determined through a physical and sensory analysis. Potato peel
flour had high fiber and mineral contents (19.8% y 8.1%, respectively) as well as high antioxidant activity (41.83 ± 0.80
µmol ET/g, determined by ABTS method). The muffin in which 30% of wheat flour was replaced by potato peel flour
had good acceptance by the consumers and showed increases of 46, 57 and 13% in the content of protein, fiber and
minerals, respectively, and 65% higher antioxidant capacity, with respect to the muffin made with 100% wheat. The
addition of potato skins to the muffins subjected to accelerated oxidation conditions (Schaal method), also increased
their oxidative stability more efficiently than the synthetic antioxidant BHT.
Keywords. Potato peels, antioxidant capacity, fiber, muffin, oxidative stability.
Resumen. Los alimentos altos en grasa son susceptibles a reacciones de oxidación que alteran sus propiedades
fisicoquímicas, nutricionales y sensoriales y, como consecuencia, su vida de anaquel y la aceptación del
consumidor. La papa es un vegetal ampliamente consumido en todo el mundo cuya industrialización genera gran
cantidad de desechos los cuales son ricos en fibra y compuestos antioxidantes. El objetivo de este trabajo fue
el de evaluar el efecto de adicionar harina de cáscara de papa sobre las propiedades nutricionales y sensoriales,
así como sobre la estabilidad oxidativa, de un producto de panificación alto en grasa. El porcentaje óptimo
de sustitución de harina de trigo por harina de cáscara de papa en la formulación de un panqué se determinó
mediante análisis físicos y sensoriales. La harina de cáscara de papa tuvo alto contenido de fibra y minerales
(19.8% y 8.1%, respectivamente) así como alta actividad antioxidante (41.83 ± 0.80 µmol ET/g, por el método
de ABTS). El panqué en el cual se sustituyó el 30% de harina de trigo por la harina de cáscara de papa tuvo buena
aceptación de los consumidores y mostró incrementos de 46, 57 and 13% en el contenido de proteína, fibra y
minerales, respectivamente, y 65% mayor capacidad antioxidante, con respecto al panqué hecho con 100% trigo.
La adición de harina de cáscara de papa a los panqués sujetos a condiciones de oxidación acelerada (método de
Schaal), también aumentó su estabilidad a la oxidación más eficientemente que el antioxidante sintético BHT.
Palabras clave. Cáscaras de papa, capacidad antioxidante, fibra, muffin, estabilidad oxidativa
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INTRODUCTION

When food products are properly manufactured
and free of microbial contamination, lipid
oxidation becomes the most significant
factor affecting their nutritional and sensory
properties and their shelf life.1 That is why
the food industries use antioxidants to retard
the lipid oxidation. However, the most widely
used synthetic antioxidants such as butylated
hydroxyl toluene (BHT), butylated hydroxyl
anisole (BHA) and tert-butyl hydroquinone
(TBHQ), could represent a health risk due to
their possible hepatotoxic and carcinogenic
effects.2,3,4 Because of the increased interest
for the consumer safety, there is a growing
trend among food scientist to look for natural
antioxidants from plant sources that can
effectively replace the synthetic antioxidants.4,5 The
plant antioxidants are able to inhibit the lipid
peroxidation of foods and confer protection
against oxidative damage of cell membranes.
It has been demonstrated that the products
of lipid peroxidation are the main cause of
diseases such as atherosclerosis, cancer and
diabetes, among others.1
Processing of plant foods generates large amounts
of waste whose disposal represents a serious
environmental problem. Currently approximately
one third of the food produced in the world is lost
or wasted through the supply chain from harvest
to the final consumer.5 In the last decades many
studies have researched the use of these residues
to produce added-value products, mainly as a
source of antioxidant compounds.6
Potato is one of the most consumed vegetable
around the world. In 2016, 377 million tons
of potatoes were produced in the world.7 The
domestic and industrial use of potato could
generate up to 35 million of tons of waste which
are rich in fiber and antioxidant compounds.8,9,10

The objective of this work was to evaluate the
effect of adding potato peel flour on the nutritional
and sensory properties, as well as on the oxidative
stability of a high-fat bakery product.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Potato tubers (Solanum tuberosum L.) of
Alpha variety were obtained from a local retail
market of Mexico City.
Potato peels were obtained with a mechanical
peeler and then dehydrated at 50°C and milled to
pass through a 60 mesh sieve. All-purpose wheat
flour (Cia. Harinera de México, S.A. de C.V,
México) was used in the muffin formulations.
Chemicals
ABTS (2,2′-Azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline6-sulfonic acid)|, potasium persulfate, trolox
(6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchromane-2carboxylic acid), gallic acid, BHT (butylated
hydroxytoluene), and p-anisidine, were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).
Muffin preparation
The formulation consisted of 100% flour, 80
% sugar, 65 % canola oil, 75% eggs, 10 %
skim milk powder, 50% water, 5% baking
powder and 2% vanillin extract. Three muffin
formulations with different proportions of
wheat flour (WF) and potato peel flour (PPF)
were prepared: 90% WF/10% PPF, 80%
WF/20% PPF, 70% WF/30% PPF, and a control
with 100% WF.
The dry and liquid ingredients were mixed and
then 40 g of batter were weighed into each of
baking cups. Muffins were baked at 190°C for
30 min. Physical and chemical analyses were
made in three muffins of each formulation.
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Analytical methods
Physical measurements
Volume of breads was determined by rapeseed
displacement method. The breads were weighed
and the loaf specific volume was calculated as
loaf volume divided by loaf weight. The height
of the central slice was measured using a caliper.
The characteristics of the crumb grain were
evaluated using a digital image analysis system.
The bread was sliced in its central part and each
slice was scanned with a resolution of 300 dpi.
Image analysis was performed on a 300 x 300
pixel section taken from the center of the slice.
The image was changed to grayscale (8 bits) and
was segmented using the threshold tool and the
Otsu algorithm with the Image J 1.42q program
(Wayne Rasband National Institutes of Health,
USA). The number of cells (pores), mean cell
area (mm2) and cell density (cells /cm2) were
obtained from this analysis.11
Sensory analysis
It was carried out by 30 untrained judges.
Attributes of color, flavor, odor, texture and
overall acceptability were evaluated using a fivepoint hedonic scale (5 = like very much; 3 = neither
like nor dislike; 1 = dislike very much). On basis
of this analysis, and the physical characteristics
of the muffins, the best formulation was selected.
Chemical analysis
Proximate analysis of potato peels flour (PPF)
and selected bread was carried out following the
methods described by the A.O.A.C.12
The antioxidant capacity was evaluated by the
ABTS method.13 Previously, ground materials
(10 g) were extracted in a shaker with 100 mL
of 80% ethanol at room temperature overnight.
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Afterward, the extract was recovered by
centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 15 min at
4°C. The ABTS•+ stock solution was prepared
by mixing 7 mM of ABTS with 2.45 mM of
potassium persulfate (final concentration), and
allowed to react at room temperature in the dark
for 12-16 h. The stock solution was diluted with
ethanol to an absorbance of 0.70 ± 0.02 at 734
nm. Extracts, synthetic antioxidant (BHT) or
Trolox standard solutions (20 µl) were allowed
to react with 1980 µl of ABTS•+ for 6 min,
and then the absorbance was measured at 734
nm. Ethanol (80%) was used as a blank. The
antioxidant activity was expressed as µmol of
Trolox equivalents (TE)/g of dry weight.
Oxidative stability
The effectiveness of potato peels in preventing
rancidity of the muffins subjected to
accelerated oxidation conditions was evaluated
using the Schaal oven test. The selected bread
and a negative control (without potato peels or
any antioxidant) as well as a positive control
(wheat bread with 200 ppm BHT), were
packed in ziplock bags (three samples for each
formulation) and stored in an oven at 45°C
for 14 days. The oxidation degree of samples
was evaluated through periodical analysis of
peroxide value and anisidine value at zero
time, 7 and 14 days. The peroxide value (PV)
was determined following the AOAC official
method (10) and the anisidine value (AV)
according to the Cd 18-90 method.14
Statistical analysis
All analyses were performed in triplicate.
The results were expressed as the mean
± standard deviation, and significance
was determined by Tukey test using Excel
program. Differences were considered
statistically significant if p ˂ 0.05.
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RESULTS

Table 2. Sensory evaluation of muffins*
Bread

Potato peels analyses
The dry potato wastes contained 13.14 ± 0.76%
moisture, 11.56 ± 2.47% crude protein, 4.82 ±
0.47 crude fat, 4.82 ± 0.47% crude fiber, 8.34 ±
0.23% ashes, and 42.39 ± 0.97% carbohydrates
(by difference), and had an antioxidant activity
of 41.83 ± 0.80 µmol ET/g.

Physical characteristics of the muffins
Table 1 shows the physical characteristics
of bread samples. The height of muffins
diminished from 4.08 ± 0.16 cm in control
bread (100% wheat) to 3.51 ± 0.10 cm in the
bread substituted with 30% PPF. There no
was significant difference among the specific
volume neither among the average cell area of
the different breads, but the cell density of the
crumb augmented from 18.79 ± 2.77 cells/cm 2,
in control bread, to 29.32 ± 4.14 cells/cm 2 in
the bread substituted with 30% PPF.
Table 1. Physical characteristics of muffins*

Color

Odor

Flavor

Texture

Global

Control

4.71a

4.06a

4.10a

4.00a

4.23a

10% PPF

3.55b

3.39b

3.35b

3.39b

3.35b

20% PPF

3.48b

3.26b

3.39b

3.13b

3.32b

30% PPF

2.71b

3.13b

2.94b

2.90b

2.94b

*Means with different letters in each column are significantly
different (Tukey, 0.05).

Sensory analysis
The average score of the control bread in the
different attributes was equivalent to the hedonic
scale of “like” while the average scores of the
breads substituted with PPF were equivalent
to “neither like nor dislike”. There was no
significant difference among the breads with
different percentages of substitution of PPF
(Table 2). That is why the muffin with 30%
substitution of wheat flour by PPF was selected.
Chemical analysis of the selected muffin
The muffin in which 30% wheat flour was substituted
by PPF flour in its formulation showed significant
increases of 8%, 46%, 9%, 57%, and 13% in
moisture, protein, lipids, fiber, and mineral contents,
respectively; a decrease of 15 % in carbohydrates,
and 65% higher antioxidant activity, with respect to
that made with 100% wheat flour (Table 3).

Bread

Height
(cm)

Specific
volumen
(cm3/g)

Cell area
(mm2)

Cell density
(cell/cm2)

Control

4.08 ±
0.16a

3.54±
0.45a

1.42 ±
2.86a

18.79 ± 2.77b

Table 3. Chemical analysis of muffins*

4.17 ±
0.32a

3.82 ±
0.13a

1.37 ±
2.65a

Control

30% PPF

10% PPF

20.99 ± 3.70b

Moisture (%)

16.00 ± 0.21b

17.31 ± 0.66a

Protein (%)

6.91 ± 0.28b

10.10 ± 0.52a

3.67 ±
0.06b

3.71 ±
0.02a

1.16 ±
1.59a

26.91 ± 1.85a

Lipids (%)

25.40 ± 4.95b

27.61 ± 5.92a

Fiber (%)

1.25 ± 0.00b

1.96 ± 0.04a

20% PPF

30% PPF

3.51 ±
0.10b

3.41 ±
0.18a

1.15 ±
1.25a

Component

29.32 ± 4.14a

*Means with different letters in each column are
significantly different (Tukey, 0.05). PPF: potato peel f lour;
Control: 100% wheat.

Ashes (%)

1.36 ± 0.00b

1.54 ± 0.00a

Carbohydrates (%)
Antioxidant activity (μmol
TE/g)

49.08 ± 0.00a

41.48 ± 0.00b

4.45 ± 0.18b

7.34 ± 0.13a

*Means with different letters in each row are significantly
different (Tukey, 0.05). 30% PPF: 30 g potato peel flour-70 g
wheat flour; Control: 100% wheat.
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Oxidative stability

DISCUSSION

Figure 1A shows that the peroxide formation
(indicator of the extent of primary oxidation
products) was in the order of bread with 30%
PPF (IP =5.92 ± 0.35 meq/kg) ˂ bread with 200
ppm BHT (IP =7.14 ± 0.19 meq/kg) ˂ bread 100%
wheat (IP=8.47 ± 0.17 meq/kg), after 14 days of
accelerated storage.

Potato residues produced by households, food
industry, restaurants or during distribution chain
are rich in fiber and phenolic compounds with
antioxidant properties which could be used as
ingredients of functional foods.8,9,10 Studies have
proposed the use of extracts from potato peels as
natural antioxidant additives to prevent rancidity
in high-fat foods.9,10,15 For this reason, it is
interesting to investigate the effect of the addition
of dry potato waste on the shelf life and on the
nutritional value of a high-fat bakery product.

A)

B)

Figure 1. Peroxide value (A) and anisidine value (B) of
muffins under accelerated storage. Values are means of
three replicates ± SD. Control: 100% wheat; BHT: butylated
hydroxytoluene (200 ppm); PPF: potato peels flour (30%).
Different letters indicate significant differences (p˂0.05)

The addition of 30% potato peels to formulation
of bread inhibited the peroxide formation by
24.6% whereas BHT did it by 20.5% at seven
days of storage at 45°C.
On the other hand, the anisidine value, which
indicates the formation of secondary products of
oxidation, was also reduced by the addition of
PPF to the breads (AV =5.43± 0.02), compared
with the breads with 200 ppm BHT (AV =8.98±
0.12), and with the control breads (AV =12.28±
0.02), after 14 days of storage (Figure 1B).
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Alpha variety potato was selected for this study
because it is the most produced in Mexico. This
variety represents 86% of the potato production
in Mexico. The chemical analysis of dry potato
wastes in the present study showed that they are
good source of fiber, minerals and carbohydrates
(19.8% y 8.1%, and 42.4% respectively) as well
as having high antioxidant activity (41.83 ± 0.80
µmol ET/g). These results differ from those
obtained by Mohdaly et al., 9 who reported 6.55,
13.9, 8.46, 13 and 8.48% for moisture, protein, fat,
fiber and ashes, respectively, in Diamond variety.
On the other hand, Robles-Ramírez 10 obtained
values of 5.76, 17.88, 2.62, 25.90 and 7.94% for
moisture, protein, fat, fiber and ash, respectively,
in Alpha variety. The antioxidant capacity of
potato residues analyzed in the present work was
three-fold higher than that obtained by RoblesRamírez et al.10 The differences observed could
be due to the fact that different potato varieties
were analyzed, as well as the different growing
and storage conditions.
The responsible compounds for the high
antioxidant capacity of potato residues are mainly
phenolic compounds, as was demonstrated for
different studies.8,16,17 Chlorogenic and caffeic
acids are the most abundant but also ferulic,
gallic, and p-cumaric acids, among others.8
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With respect to physical characteristics of the
breads, it was observed that, as the percentage
of potato peel flour increased in the muffin
formulation, the height of these breads decreased
but there was no significant difference in their
specific volume (Table 1). With respect to
crumb characteristics, the cell area decreased
and cell density augmented as the potato
peel flour in the formulation increased. The
addition of fibrous material from potato peels
to wheat flour causes the dilution of gluten
proteins and, as a consequence, the weakening
of the structure of the crumb cells. In addition,
fiber tends to break the gluten chains during
mixing, which not only alter the gas retention
by the dough but also changes the structure and
appearance of the baked product.18 However,
the crumb appearance was more homogeneous
and not affected significantly the consumer
preference (Figure 2).

100% W

90%W10%PPF

80%W20%PPF

70%W30%PPF

Figure 2. Appearance of muffins substituted with
different percentages of potato peel flour. W: wheat flour;
PPF: potato peels flour.

Although there was a decreasing trend in the
acceptance of muffins as the content of PPF
increased, there was no significant difference
between the sensory properties of breads with
different percentages of substitution (Table 2).
That is why the muffin with 30% substitution
of wheat flour by PPF was selected. The higher
the substitution percentage with PPF, the more
pronounced was the perception of a characteristic
flavor that the panelists could not identify, as well
as a greater aftertaste and a darker color. Similar
results were obtained by Arty and Camire with

muffins in which 25% wheat flour was replaced
with PPF. 19 However, these characteristics are
not necessarily an absolute quality factor. The
preference for these characteristics varies from
person to person.
The muffin with 30% PPF showed increased
moisture, protein, lipids, fiber and minerals
contents, as well as increased antioxidant activity,
with respect to muffin with 100% wheat flour. It is
clear the improvement in nutritional and antioxidant
properties of the bread with the addition of PPF.
The high antioxidant capacity showed by the
PPF let us think that its addition to high-fat bread
could prevent rancidity. The addition of PPF
solvent extracts to oils has proved to be effective
in retard oxidative reactions.5,9,10,15
The peroxide and anisidine values of the breads
after 14 days of storage at 45°C showed that the
addition of PPF to the formulation increased the
shelf life of this product more efficiently than
BHT (Figure 1). Similar results were obtained by
Arty and Camire in cookies prepared with 15%
extruded potato peels.19
CONCLUSIONS

A stable product rich in protein, fiber, minerals
and antioxidants was obtained. The addition
of potato peel to the muffins increased their
oxidative stability more efficiently than BHT.
The inclusion of potato peels in the formulation
of foods also could contribute to minimize the
environmental impact of these wastes.
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Abstract. Fluoride has a wide distribution on the planet through different compounds, it is found mainly in
the minerals of rocks and soil; its presence has relevance in the trophic chain, because high concentrations
can cause severe damage such as fluorosis in the bones, teeth and accumulation in some organs of the human;
therefore, the World Health Organization classifies it as one of the pollutants that cause severe health problems
on a large scale and establish the permissible limit at 1.5 mg/L in drinking water. Therefore, it is important
to apply environmental remediation techniques, such as adsorption for the elimination of this pollutant, this
being a low-cost technique. In the present work, the fluoride adsorption rate was studied using an endemic
plant from Altiplano Potosino as an adsorbent material, for which adsorption was studied in continuous phase,
where the concentration effect was analyzed using initial solutions at 300 and 500 ppm; in addition, the effect
of amount of adsorbent using 2 and 4 g with flows of 1 and 2 mL/min in each column was analyzed; the data
were adjusted to the models of Thomas, Adams-Bohart, Dose-response and Clark obtaining a better fit to last
model which is described with the coefficient of mass transfer and the constant of the Freundlich isotherm.
Keywords. Adsorption, breakthrough curves, remediation.
Resumen. El flúor tiene una amplia distribución en el planeta a través de diferentes compuestos, se encuentra
principalmente en los minerales de las rocas y el suelo; su presencia tiene relevancia en la cadena trófica,
porque las altas concentraciones pueden causar daños severos como la fluorosis en los huesos, los dientes
y la acumulación en algunos órganos del ser humano; por lo tanto, la Organización Mundial de la Salud lo
clasifica como uno de los contaminantes que causan graves problemas de salud a gran escala y establece el
límite permisible de 1.5 mg/L en el agua potable. Por lo tanto, es importante aplicar técnicas de remediación
ambiental, como la adsorción para la eliminación de este contaminante, ya que es una técnica de bajo costo.
En el presente trabajo, se estudió la tasa de adsorción de flúor utilizando una planta endémica de Altiplano
Potosino como material adsorbente, para lo cual se estudió la adsorción en fase continua, evaluándose el efecto
de concentración al utilizar soluciones iniciales de 300 y 500 ppm; además, se analizó el efecto de la cantidad
de adsorbente usando 2 y 4 g con flujos de 1 y 2 mL/min en cada columna; los datos se ajustaron a los modelos
matemáticos de Thomas, Adams-Bohart, Dosis respuesta y Clark obteniendo un mejor ajuste a este último
modelo que se describe con el coeficiente de transferencia de masa y la constante de la isoterma de Freundlich.
Palabras clave. Adsorción, curvas de avance, remediación.
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INTRODUCTION

Fluoride contamination has been recognized as
one of the serious health problems worldwide
and it is one of the major inorganic contaminants
in ground as well as surface water.1 According
to the Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations (FAO), the main source of
fluoride for human beings is the drink water, so
a content of 0.8 to 1.2 mg of fluorine per liter of
water is consider a good intake, however there
are areas that exceed these limits and an excess of
fluoride in the body causes irreversible damage;
as fluorosis, which is a slow, progressive and
paralyzing disease caused by excess intake of
fluoride that affects all organs, tissues and cells
of the body and leads to health problems with
overlapping manifestations with other diseases.2
In Mexico, 38.9% of the total volume concessioned
for consumption uses comes from groundwater;
this was declared in the Water Statistics in
Mexico 2016 edition. The aquifer when circulates
through the minerals rocks, mobilizes some of
its constituents; mainly fluorine and arsenic. The
origin of fluoride is defined: 1) anthropogenic, by
the use of phosphate pesticides and 2) natural,
the ion exchange with the increase of the
precipitation of fluorite (CaF2).3
Mexico included in its regulations the
modification
to
NOM-127-SSA1-1994
establishing a maximum allowable limit of 1.5
mg/L in drinking water; like data from World
Health Organization. In Mexico it has been
reported the presence fluoride, naturally found
in aquifers at toxic concentrations, Knappett,
et al (2018)4 reported the spatial distribution of
fluoride concentrations in an intensively pumped
aquifer within the semi-arid, inter-montane
Independence Basin in central Mexico and found
that in 1999, concentrations ranged from 0.1 to
16.0 mg/L, and in 2016, concentrations ranged

from 0.2 to 15.5 mg/L. Also, has been that poor
water quality and under nutrition are important
factors affecting the health of many communities
in developing; Irigoyen-Camacho, et al (2006)5
reported that children with low height-for-age were
more likely to have dental fluorosis in the categories
that affect the entire tooth surface, suggesting that
subpopulations with chronic undernutrition are
more susceptible to dental fluorosis.
Therefore, the implementation of technologies
capable of reducing the level of this pollutant in
water is important. The main techniques used
throughout the world are adsorption, coagulation /
precipitation, electrodialysis, ion exchange, reverse
osmosis and nanofiltration membrane.6-10
Adsorption is the most feasible technique for the
remediation of contaminated sites with fluorine,
since it is easy to apply and design and is low cost
when it uses natural compounds. About it, the
fluoride adsorption has been widely used in the
world, taking advantage of some plant species such
as Tecomella undulate reported by Brahman, et al.
(2016),11 which obtained an adsorption of 6.1 mg/g;
another reported case is adsorption using sorghum,
reaching a maximum adsorption capacity of
9 mg/g (Zazouli et al., 2015).12 These studies
have shown that using plant species is a feasible
alternative, then the main of this investigation was
study the adsorption capacity of the biomass plant
species Nerisyrenia camporum, a perennial herb
native to the states of Texas and New Mexico in the
United States, and also in the states of Chihuahua,
Coahuila, Durango, Nuevo León, Tamaulipas,
Zacatecas and San Luis Potosí in México.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals
All chemical components used in the
experiments were analytical grade and supplied
by Sigma-Aldrich, USA.
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Adsorbent
The biomass of the plant Nerisyrenia
camporum was used as adsorbent material; for
which, the plant was recollected from Altiplano
Potosino and the aerial part of plant was dried
in an oven at 40 °C for 96 h and crushed in a
mortar until obtaining a particulate material of
approximately 1 mm in diameter.
Column test
A glass column (25 cm of high and diameter
of 1.2 cm) packed with 1 or 2 g of the
adsorbent was used, which corresponds to a
packing height of 10 and 20 cm, respectively.
The effect of the quantity of adsorbent as
well as the volumetric f low and the initial
concentration of f luoride were determined;
the three variables with two levels each one (1
and 2 g of adsorbent; 1 and 2 mL/min of f low;
as well as 300 and 500 mg/L of concentration)
were evaluated; feed concentration to the
column was at 300 mg/L to evaluate the
amount of adsorbent and at 1000 mg/L to
evaluate the f low. Each solution was fed at
pH 5 (selected by Plackett-Burman design
at batch conditions, unpublished data) to the
column at the top using a determined volume
through a peristaltic pump Masterf lex L/S,
samples were taken at the exit of the column
at different time intervals until reaching
the point of rupture The samples were
centrifuged at 7,000 rpm for 10 min at 5 °C
and the corresponding dilutions were made
for reading the residual concentration by a
selective ion electrode (ThermoScientific).
With the obtained results, the breaking
curves of each of the analyzed systems were
obtained to determine their best fit towards
the Thomas, Clark, Adams-Bohart models
and the modified dose-response model, which
are defined by the following equations:
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Thomas model (Equation 1).13

1
𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡
=
𝑘𝑘
𝐶𝐶0
1 + exp [( 𝑇𝑇ℎ ) (𝑞𝑞 ∙ 𝑤𝑤 − 𝐶𝐶0 ∙ 𝑄𝑄 ∙ 𝑡𝑡)]
𝑄𝑄

Where:
Ct = Concentration in the effluent (mg / L)
C0 = Initial concentration (mg / L)
kTh = Thomas constant (L / h mg)
q = Concentration of the adsorbate in the
adsorbent (mg/g)
w = Amount of adsorbent in the column (g)
Q = Volumetric flow of the solution (L/h)
t = Time (h)
Clark model (Equation 2). 14

𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡
1
)
= (
𝐶𝐶0
1 + 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒 −𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

1
(𝑛𝑛−1)

Where:
Ct = Concentration in the effluent (mg L)
C0 = Initial concentration (mg/L)
A = Clark constant
r = mass transfer rate (L/min)
n = Freundlich constant
t = Time (h)
Adams-Bohart model (Equation 3).15

𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡
=
𝐶𝐶0

exp(𝑘𝑘𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐶𝐶0 𝑡𝑡)

𝑍𝑍
exp (𝑘𝑘𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑁𝑁0 ( )) − 1 + 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑘𝑘𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐶𝐶0 𝑡𝑡)
𝑉𝑉

Where:
Ct = Concentration in the effluent (mg / L)
C0 = Initial concentration (mg / L)
kAB = Kinetic constant (L / mg h)
t = Time (min)
N0 = Concentration at the saturation point (mg / L)
Z = Packing height (cm)
V = Surface flow velocity (cm / h)
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Modified dose-response model (Equation 4).16

𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡
=1−
𝐶𝐶0

1
𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑎𝑎
)
1+ (
𝑏𝑏
(
)

The constant of the mathematical models of
Clark and dose-response using different amount
of adsorbent are shown in tables 1 and 2.
Table 1. Clark constants of breakthrough curves using
different amounts of adsorbent at initial concentration of

Where:
Ct = Concentration in the effluent (mg / L)
C0 = Initial concentration (mg / L)
Veff = Volume of the solution that passes through
the column (L)
b and a = Constants

300 mg/L and a flow of 1 mL/min.
Amount
(g)

A

r
(L/h)

r2

2

764.8

10.8

0.9056

4

663.9

6

0.9608

Table 2. Dose-response constants of breakthrough curves

The experimental data were analyzed using
Statistica version 6.1 software.

using different amounts of adsorbent at initial concentration
of 300 mg/L and a flow of 1 mL/min.

RESULTS

Amount
(g)

b

a

qo
(mg/g)

r2

2

0.2347

1.6384

12.474

0.9978

4

2.3839

0.017

15.564

0.9919

Effect of adsorbent amount
Figure 1 shows the effect of amount of adsorbent
used in the column at 1 mL/min and 300 mg/L.
1
0.9
0.8

Effect of flow rate
Figure 2 shows the effect of flow in the column
using 1000 mg/L and 2 g of adsorbent.
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Figure 1. Effect of amount adsorbent. Experimental and
predicted breakthrough curves of fluoride adsorption at 300
mg/L and 1 mL/min. (a) 2 g, (b) 4 g.

Figure 2. Effect of flow. Experimental and predicted
breakthrough curves of fluoride adsorption at 1000 mg/L
and 2 g of adsorbent. (a) 1 mL/min, (b) 2 mL/min.
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The constant of the mathematical models of
Clark and dose-response using different flows
are shown in tables 3 and 4.

The constant of the mathematical models of
Clark and dose-response using concentrations
are shown in tables 5 and 6.

Table 3. Clark constants of breakthrough curves using

Table 5. Clark constants of breakthrough curves using

different flows at initial concentration of 1000 mg/L and 2

different initial concentration at 1 mL/min and 4 g of

g of adsorbent.

adsorbent.

Flow
(mL/min)

A

r
(L/h)

r2

1
2

1140.4
787.1

65.7
109.6

0.9922
0.9829

Concen
tration
(mg/L)
300
500

A

r
(L/h)

r2

663.9
750.4

6
7.3

0.9608
0.9801

Table 4. Dose-response constants of breakthrough curves

Table 2. Dose-response constants of breakthrough

using different flows at initial concentration of 1000 mg/L

curves using different initial concentration at 1 mL/min

and 2 g of adsorbent.

and 4 g of adsorbent.

Flow
(mL/min)

b

a

qo
(mg/g)

r2

2

1.007

2.3539

41.754

0.9982

4

0.9701

1.6595

46.3

0.9982

Concen
tration
(mg/L)

b

a

qo
(mg/g)

r2

300

2.3839

0.017

15.564

0.9919

500

2.1572

1.5793

14.948

0.9965

Effect of concentration
Figure 3 shows the effect of initial concentration in
the column using 4 g of adsorbent and 1mL/min.

Dose-response

The different amount of adsorbent used in the
column means a different bed depth in the
adsorption. It was observed from the results that
increasing bed depths from 10 to 20 cm resulted in
an increase in both breakthrough and exhaustion
times from 320 min to 580, respectively (Figure 1).
Also, with increasing bed depths, the slope of the
breakthrough curves became flatter, leading to the
formation of an expanded mass transfer zone.17

1200

The increase of bed depth accommodates more
amounts of adsorbent, contributing towards the
availability of more adsorbent surface for fluoride
binding. The smaller beds got saturated sooner
than the longer beds due to a shorter contact time
between the adsorbent and the adsorbate.
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Figure 3. Effect of the initial concentration. Experimental and
predicted break through curves of fluoride adsorption using 4 g
of adsorbent and 1 mL/min. (a) 300 mg/mL, (b) 500 mg/mL.
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DISCUSSION
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The breakthrough curves by varying the flow rate
as 1 and 2 mL/min revealed that breakthrough
time, exhaustion time and empty bed contact
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time exhibit contrariwise relationship with higher
flow rates (Figure 2). Breakthrough time was 70
min at 1 mL/min, meanwhile was 40 min at 2
ml/min. Higher flow rate cause lower residence
time and high turbulence. The synergistic
effects of these two factors give rise to weaker
adsorbate-adsorbent interaction and disturbed
the intraparticle mass transfer. Also, at lower flow
rate, more contact time ensued more adsorbateadsorbent interaction and higher diffusion of
adsorbate onto the adsorbents making use of the
maximal percentage of the adsorbent bed, thus
more durability in column bed performance.18
The effect of the initial fluoride concentration
on the breakthrough curve was investigated;
the results showed that breakthrough time and
exhaustion time were very similar when using
the concentration of 300 compared with the 500
mg/L. This can be due on the basis that, intraparticle diffusion controls adsorption process, and
diffusion process is not concentration dependent;
at least not between 300 and 500 mg/L. Hence the
change in concentration gradient not affects the
breakthrough time as well as saturation rate. Both
fluoride concentrations resulted in the similar
driving force to the mass transfer resistance.19
The best mathematical model which was found
to predict the fluoride adsorption in all conditions
was dose-response, followed by Clark model.
Dose-response model was proposed in order
to minimize the error that results from the use
of the Thomas model, especially at very small
and very large operation times, and have the
same considerations (assumes a Langmuir-type
adsorption-desorption, isothermal and isobaric
operating conditions, a constant column void
fraction, no radial and/or axial dispersion and
second-order reversible kinetic).20,21 The model
developed by Clark assumes that the sorption
behavior of pollutants follows the Freundlich
adsorption isotherm, and the sorption rate is

determined by the outer mass transfer step.
The parameter b increased with bed depths,
but decreased with flow rate and inlet fluoride
concentration while the values of a varied with
experimental conditions without following
any particular trends. The observed results
are in consistence with the earlier findings.17,
22
Meanwhile, the term of the maximum solid
phase concentration of the solute (q0), it slightly
increased with bed depth and flow rate but
decreased with initial fluoride concentration, this
contrary to the report of Rout et al., (2017)17,
possibly due to both fluoride concentrations
resulted in the similar driving force to the mass
transfer resistance.
The parameters of Clark model showed that, A
increased with initial fluoride concentration, but
decreased with bed depth and flow rate as well,
whereas r decreased with bed depth but increased
with increase in both flow rate and initial fluoride
concentration; increased bed depth results in
increased number of particles for interaction,
thereby, reducing the mass transfer rate (r).
Also, increased flow rate reduced the molecular
diffusion distance through the stationary layers
of water surrounding the adsorbent particles,
thus intensifying the mass transfer rate.23
CONCLUSIONS

Fluoride adsorption by Nerisyrenia camporum
biomass was studied, using a continuous packed
bed column. Breakthrough curves were obtained
at different bed heights, initial concentration
fluoride and liquid flow rates.
The fluoride uptake capacity according to Clark
model was found to almost remain constant
with the rise in bed height, flow and initial
concentration. Meanwhile, the breakthrough
and exhaustion of the bed were found to be
regulated by the amount of adsorbent, flow rate
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and influent concentrations. The breakthrough
and the exhaustion times increased with the
bed height, moreover, the decrease of adsorbent
amount resulted in a steeper breakthrough curve,
a shorter mass transfer zone.
Several models were applied to analyze
experimental data and to determine the
column characteristics. All models gave good
approximations of experimental behavior;
however, the dose-response and Clark models
were good agreement with the experimental data
in the whole breakthrough curve.
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